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Klasy III i IV szkół podstawowych.
Czas trwania konkursu – 75 minut.
Podczas konkursu nie wolno używać żadnych pomocy naukowych!

Good Luck!
Zadania po 3 punkty

1.

The wrong one is:
A) The carrot is dancing close to the celery.
B) The tomato is dancing with the carrot.
C) The dancing cucumber is between the tomato and the celery.
D) The cucumber is dancing alone.
2.

There are ….. on the hedgehog.
A) stripes
B) spikes
C) spots
D) shells
3.

“You’re ….. .” – “Hurry up!”
A) late
B) hungry
C) fast
D) tired
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4.
A) Bikes only.
B) No bikes.
C) Walking only.
D) No walking.

5.

In The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf, the shepherd boy is playing games with the people from the
village because:
A) he wants to win
B) they have a break
C) he is bored
D) he is tired

Zadania po 4 punkty

6.

The mammoth is much ….. than the tiger and even ….. than the sloth. The sloth is not as …..
as the tiger but ….. than the opossums. The opossums are ….. of them.
A) the biggest, bigger, bigger, biggest, smaller
B) bigger, bigger, big, bigger, the smallest
C) big, bigger, the biggest, bigger, the bigger
D) bigger, the biggest, big, bigger, the biggest
7.

When you take the first and the third letter of all the names of the days of the week you can’t
make “…..” from them.
A) SON
B) MUM
C) SUN
D) MENU
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8.

There is/are ….. pair/pairs of words that rhyme(s):

sad – bad, fruit – quick, know – now, rain – fair, shoe – does
A) 0
B) 1
C) 3
D) 5
9.

You call the underground train the Tube in:
A) New York
B) Washington
C) Toronto
D) London

10.

In The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf, the shepherd boy said to his father: “Oh, Dad, I am sorry!
The big bad wolf ….. and ….. our sheep. I ….. for help, but the people did not ….. . They did not
….. me!”
A) chased, shouted, came, come, believe
B) come, chased, came, believe, shouted
C) came, chased, shouted, come, believe
D) came, shouted, come, believe, shouted
Zadania po 5 punktów

11.

I live in ….. beautiful house in Lovehill. It’s pretty big and it ….. two floors. My bedroom is
upstairs. …..’s a bed, a desk and a TV in my room. I also have ….. old couch next to the
window. I always sit on ….. couch and watch ….. TV in the evenings.
A) the, has, That, an, the, the
B) a, has, There, the, the, C) a, has, There, an, the, D) the, have, there, an, the, the

12.

You play ding-dong-ditch:
A)

C)

B)

D)
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13.

‘It must be 8 characters long’ is about a:
A) trip
B) phone number
C) password
D) book

14.

The girl sings beautifully. It’s funny because her name is ..... .
A) Cynthia
B) Gabrielle
C) Robin
D) Daisy

15.

According to The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf,
The people ….. their business,
And they ….. up the hill.
The shepherd boy watches them ….. ,
He laughs and he has lots of ….. .
A) run, run, leave, fun
B) leave, run, run, fun
C) run, run, fun, leave
D) leave, run, fun, run
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